
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of applications developer manager. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for applications developer manager

Will schedule, assign, direct, review, supervise and manage the Technical
Team
Write and deliver the Apps strategy for the API Platform Group
understanding where to focus efforts through identifying verticals, use cases,
tech stack/partner opportunities
Consistent track record working in and delivering complex multi-stream
projects
Highly analytical and at ease with influencing others through facts, insights
and great presentation abilities
Self-Aware and confident in the unique blend of technology, market, business
and relevant domain skills you bring to the table and how you want to
develop as a leader
Experience rolling up your sleeves at start-ups or able to demonstrate an
ambitious track record at a large corporation or in parallel to your work
As a key member of our Metropolis team, you will analyze, develop, and
prototype key deep learning and video analytics algorithms and applications
Build and manage a cross functional team that has the capability of
developing state-of-art AI applications at scale and analyze the interaction of
hardware and software architectures on developer algorithms & applications
Work directly and collaborate with different software vendors and partners,
across geographies for solving critical performance bottlenecks and accuracy
tradeoffs

Example of Applications Developer Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for applications developer manager

Strong project management skills planning, budgetary control, people
management
Demonstrated ability to code and maintain automation script via automated
tools like UFT/Selenium/Ranorex/Lisa
Proficient in multiple business disciplines, functions and influences the
business' strategic direction through technology solution recommendations
Knows how to respond to an RFP complete with deliverables, time lines,
budget
Proficient in the full stack, from communications platforms, multi-channel
orchestration and interaction routing applications, specialized adjunct
application platforms (recording/analytics/workforce management)
Experience of 5+ years with 3+ years of proven AEM(6.x) platform
development with references


